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IS WINTER A GOOD TIME TO SELL?
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Is winter a good time to sell?
Buying & selling is getting easier, for some
As the cooler weather sets in, many people
considering going to the market will be faced with a
conundrum – sell in winter or wait until spring.
Aside from the practical considerations such as work
commitments, school terms and actually being ready
to go on the market, the impact of the season on a
campaigns success is often misinterpreted.
The winter vs spring debate rolls around every year
with predictions of low or no activity during winter and
a plethora of new listings ready for the spring market.
There is no doubt on two points that are accepted
wisdom about the selling season. Firstly, there will
be a lot of new listings to hit the market in spring that
have been held back over winter. Secondly, houses
present better in spring than winter.
These two points can cause people to jump to a
third, incorrect assumption, that spring is a better
time to sell than winter.

Economics trump seasons when it comes to the
selling price. If you believe the market conditions will
improve later in the year, then it would be sensible to
wait. If you assess the market conditions will worsen,
then waiting for better weather and a flowering
garden may not be so prudent.
Winter is often under-rated as a selling season. The
fact that many competing home sellers hold their
properties for the spring often creates a shortage of
stock on the market during winter. With stock
tightening more than demand during these months,
there are clear advantages to the winter property
sellers.
During the boom years of 2012 to 2015, the winter
market often outperformed spring in terms of price
growth.
Admittedly, the presentation may not be as good in
winter, but does that really matter if the price is right?

If you were thinking of selling your home this winter,
or if you are curious to know what your property
could potentially achieve in the current market,
please contact the team today to book a chat with
your Local Area Property Specialist
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WORKING WITH SALESPEOPLE
Is it best to take advice or give instructions?
Australians shock and disgust emanating from the
Bank Royal Commission demonstrates the absolute
importance of partnering with the right salesperson.
The inquiry into the financial services sector is only
a few weeks old. We are almost certain to hear
more stories of greed, self-interest, vulgar corporate
cultures and illegal selling tactics.

The Royal Commission is exposing supposedly noble
‘Financial Planners’ as hustling salespeople.

If you are buying and/or selling real estate, it is almost
certain that you will cross paths with salespeople.
The first question you will find yourself asking is
whether to give the salesperson instructions or take
advice from them.
For example, when interviewing agents to sell your
home, do you instruct ‘The house is worth $1 million
and you need to sell it for that price or more’; or
do you ask ‘What is our home worth in the current
market?’

Too much trust and you can be taken for a ride by an unscrupulous and/or incompetent salesperson. Too little
trust where you bark instructions and you may as well not pay the agent to begin with.
The best path is to use a rigorous process to determine and find an agent you can trust. Here are a few savvy
tips that can assist you in dealing with salespeople:
TITLES AND STATUS
Be wary of salespeople’s self-imposed glorification. ‘We are market
leaders’, ‘I have an MBA’, ‘Licenced Real Estate Agent (LREA)’,
‘Member of the Real Estate Institute (REI) since 1902’. The Royal
Commission is exposing supposedly noble ‘Financial Planners’ as
nothing more than hustling salespeople. Titles and status rank low
on the scale of whether to trust a salesperson. Unsolicited
recommendations from their happy clients on the other hand is
worth taking notice of. A happy client praising the salespersons
service is much harder to achieve than a paragraph in personal
glorification.
GUARANTEES
What if the services don’t meet the promises? What recourse or
guarantees are there? Many salespeople are happy to throw
around appealing statements and promises. As all footy fans know,
the performance of the player needs to be replicated on the field
otherwise it’s cheap locker room talk. To fall for a salesperson’s
product promise, have the service fall short of the promise and still
pay them full commission is galling.

SELF-INTEREST
Not many salespeople can stare down a deal in the name of the
client’s best interests. This is what makes many people wary and
even despise salespeople – they are self-interested to the client’s
detriment. In real estate, there are many instances where the
client’s best interests are a secondary consideration of the
salesperson. A common example is the agent that is determined to
sell an unrenovated property they have listed to a certain
developer/buyer. The developer promises the agent the listing back
once it’s been renovated. This is a form of insider trading that
occurs every day in the property market. By being asking tough questions and being aware of the areas of
self-interest, you stand a better chance of making the right decision under pressure
RAPPORT OVER PROFESSIONALISM
When you are hiring an agent, you are not looking for a new best
friend. If that happens in time, fine. You are looking for (and need) a
professional that can get the job done. If you have a legal issue,
you don’t give the case to a solicitor because you really like them.
Salespeople are trained to charm. Make sure they convince you
with a compelling presentation rather than charm you with cheap
and cheesy compliments (or a high price promise). When it is all
said and done, the most professional agent will deliver the best
possible result. Respect an agent that is also confident enough to
professionally test and disagree with your views. You are working with an agent to guide you through what you
need to know, not confirm what you think you know.
EVIDENCE
Allow the salesperson to tell their story. Then ask for evidence to
back it up. Is the story and the evidence aligned? If you are putting
pen to paper because something the salesperson said simply
‘sounds good’, drama could be around the corner.

QUESTIONS
Ask the salesperson as many questions you can think of then
when you run out of questions ask them more. The time to
interrogate the agent is before you employ them. Many people
unfortunately only ask the tough questions when the campaign hits
trouble. You owe it to yourself to find out exactly who you are
employing to handle the sale or purchase of your largest asset.
There is some contradiction in the above points. That’s what makes identifying the right salesperson so
difficult and so important as explained in the real estate book Inside Real Estate.
Inside Real Estate has an entire chapter is dedicated on how to interview agents when selling. If you are
interested in selling your property or would like a complimentary copy, contact Harcourts West Ryde on 02
8006 2114

BUYING AND SELLING
IS GETTING EASIER, FOR SOME
Trading in all market conditions
Recent numbers suggest segments of the Sydney
property market are experiencing declining prices.
It should not be assumed that a) all properties in the
market are declining and b) a decline in property
prices is bad news.

The apartment construction boom was meant to
benefit first home buyers looking to enter the
property market. The opportunity never eventuated
though as foreign investors gobbled up all of the
new housing stock. Foreign investors absorbed
much of the new apartments because they are
legally unable to purchase existing dwellings in
Australia. This inadvertently put them head-to-head
with first home buyers in the brand new apartment
market.

When the stock market has a bad day, the All Ords
Index will show that the market at large was down
- in the red if you like. Even on the days that the
All Ords Index finishes in the red, many individual
Many of the Chinese buyers are struggling to meet
stocks finish higher for the day.
settlement and are now looking to liquidate their
apartments. Combined with the fact that developers
So it is with the property market. When you hear
are struggling to unload their unsold stock, first
a generic comment such as ‘Australia’s property
market is ….’ you need to render the comment near home buyers may be facing some of the best buying
useless. There are so many markets within markets. conditions in a decade. As a matter of interest, the
last time first home buyers had such good buying
Even in Sydney, the Inner City housing market is
conditions was in 2008 during the GFC. Falling
performing completely different to the suburban
prices can make trading easier and does create
apartment market.
opportunities.
In the Inner West, we are seeing different market
performance from suburb to suburb. Factors such In the book Inside Real Estate, there is a chapter
as WestConnex, proximity to the Harbour & CBD, dedicated to the ‘Winners and Losers in Rising and
transport, views, aircraft noise and schools can all Falling markets’. If you are looking to buy or sell in
the current market, please feel free to contact our
impact on process and performance.
office for a complimentary copy of the book.
The key point is each property will sell on its
respective merits regardless of trend lines.
A decline in property prices can benefit many in the
market place. The market sentiment seems to be
prices are falling, it’s terrible news. This simply
creates good trading opportunities.
An ideal time to upgrade for young families is in a
declining market. A negative side effect of the boom
is the lack of stock on market. Many people were
fully aware they could achieve a terrific price for
their existing dwelling. However, if they sold without
having secured the next property, they risked being
locked out of the market as it continued rising in
price.

5A Parkes Street, ERMINGTON (3 bedroom duplex)
SOLD for $1,200,000
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